Independent tonotopy and thalamocortical projection patterns in two adjacent parts of the classical primary auditory cortex in mice.
Amid recent amendment of delineation of a mouse auditory cortical map, a caudal auditory field, originally defined as the primary auditory cortex (AI), was divided into the AI and dorsomedial field (DM), based on distinct high frequency areas. A low frequency area was not previously established in the DM because responses to low frequency tones were weak in this area. This may lead to the misconception that the DM is an atypical region that lacks a low frequency band. In the current study, we confirmed that the DM has a low frequency area that is completely independent from the AI. First, we conducted flavoprotein fluorescence imaging with improved signal to noise ratio and revealed the presence of two separated low frequency areas in the AI and DM. Next, we injected a retrograde neural tracer along the tonotopic axis of the AI or DM to reveal the thalamic origins in the ventral division of the medial geniculate body (MGv). We found that neurons projecting to low frequency areas of the AI and DM occupied different locations within the MGv and mutually independent topographic organizations consisting of thalamic neurons projecting to the AI or DM. These results indicate that the AI and DM have distinct low frequency areas with distinct thalamic projections from the MGv. Our findings reaffirm that the AI and DM should be regarded as independent regions in the mouse auditory cortex.